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ON THE CHERN CHARACTER IN HIGHER TWISTED K-THEORY
AND SPHERICAL T-DUALITY
LACHLAN MACDONALD, VARGHESE MATHAI, AND HEMANTH SARATCHANDRAN
ABSTRACT. In this paper, we construct for higher twists that arise from cohomotopy classes, the
Chern character in higher twisted K-theory, that maps into higher twisted cohomology. We show
that it gives rise to an isomorphism between higher twisted K-theory and higher twisted cohomology
over the reals. Finally we compute spherical T-duality in higher twisted K-theory and higher twisted
cohomology in very general cases.
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INTRODUCTION
One of the goals in this paper, was to try to construct the Chern character in higher twisted K-
theory. This turned out to be rather tricky in the general case, and in the end we show that for every
odd degree cohomotopy class of a manifold M (which defines an odd degree cohomology class
H of M) we can define an H-twisted K-theory and produce a construction of the Chern character
in this case. As explained below, higher twisted K-theory and higher twisted cohomology arise
in String theory, and the Chern character that we construct relates these. We begin with a brief
historical introduction.
D-branes, studied in [48, 49] are extended objects upon which open strings can end with Dirichlet
boundary conditions and are fundamental to string theory. It was argued in [46, 58] that charges
of D-branes take values in K-theory. In [9], twisted K-theory was proposed as a classification
for D-branes in a background flux. The proposal was consolidated in [10, 44], where geometric
representatives for twisted K-theory were defined, and so was the twisted Chern character. Later
in [4] an alternate description of twisted K-theory was presented, and an alternate construction of
the twisted Chern character presented in [5].
For an account of T-duality in the absence of a background flux, using K-theory, see [29]. In
[11, 12], T-duality in the presence of a background flux was studied for spacetimes compactified
on a principal circle bundle. It was established that there is a change in topology whenever either
the principal circle bundle is nontrivial or the background flux is topologically nontrivial. It was
also first established that T-duality gives an isomorphism of twisted K-theory groups,
T : K∗H(Z)→ K∗+1Hˆ (Zˆ).
In [17, 43, 57] there are alternate approaches to proving this; via a T-duality classifying space and
via noncommutative geometry.
In [13] the authors first used higher twisted K-theory and higher twisted cohomology in String
Theory. The authors argue that the 7-twisted K-theory/cohomology classify certain conserved
charges in type IIB supergravity. They then conclude that spherical T-duality, which is duality
of principal SU(2)-bundles with degree 7 flux, provides a one to one map between conserved
charges in certain topologically distinct compactifications and also a novel electromagnetic duality
on the fluxes. They also suggest that spherical T-duality preserves the spectra of certain spherical
3-branes that wrap S3 cycles in some spacetime X , i.e. by replacing closed strings, described by
Maps(S1,X), by spherical 3-branes described by Maps(S3,X). Spherical T-duality in case of non-
principal SU(2)-bundles is studied in [14]. There are several models for higher twisted K-theory,
cf. [25, 41, 51, 53]. The model of higher twisted K-theory in [47] using the topological K-theory
of certain operator algebra bundles will be used here.
Here we consider S2k−1-bundles Z over 2k dimensional closed oriented manifolds M. Let H be
a top degree twist on Z, H ∈ H4k−1(Z,Z) ∼= Z. Assuming that M is a torsion-free manifold,
then we can compute the cohomology and K-theory of Z using the Gysin sequence. We can also
compute the h-twisted K-theory and h-twisted cohomology of Z. Suppose that the Euler class of Z
is e ∈H2k(M,Z)∼= Z. Define a spherical T-dual of (Z,H) to be a pair (Zˆ, Hˆ) where the Euler class
of Zˆ is equal to H and Hˆ is equal to the Euler class e. Then we show that there are degree shifting
isomorphisms K•H(Z)∼= K•+1Hˆ (Zˆ) and H•H(Z)∼= H
•+1
Hˆ
(Zˆ,).
In [38], they instead consider iterated higher algebraic K-theory and its higher twists. They also
define an abstract Chern character which takes values in the cohomological counterpart of twisted
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iterated higher algebraic K-theory, and prove an abstract T-duality for certain spherical bundles
with flux. It is hard to relate those results to the results of our paper except to say that they have a
similar flavour.
Higher twisted K-theory arises because K-theory admits natural automorphisms given by tensor-
ing with virtual line-bundles, that is virtual vector bundles of rank 1. The main construction is that
of the Chern character in higher twisted K-theory for twists arising from cohomotopy classes. We
generalise and clarify some constructions in [5]. The relevant Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence
in higher twisted K-theory is constructed, and, after taking a detour through singular de Rham the-
ory to establish some essential facts, we also construct the relevant spectral sequence for higher
twisted cohomology. We conclude that for for any higher twist arising from the cohomotopy set of
the space, the Chern character exists and is a real isomorphism between higher twisted K-theory
and higher twisted cohomology. The Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence we give is instrumental
to the spherical T-duality computations.
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1. PRELIMINARIES
To make the paper more self contained, we add some preliminaries on operator algebras that are
used in the paper. The main references to this section are the books [6, 56] and the first two sections
of the thesis [16].
We begin with the definition of the Cuntz algebra O∞. It is the universal C∗-algebra generated by
infinitly many generators {S1,S2, . . .} subject to the relations S∗i Si = 1 for all i, and ∑S jS∗j ≤ 1. It
is a simple C∗-algebra with many important algebraic properties that have been thoroughly studied
in the literature.
We consider the short exact sequence of C∗-algebras,
0→ O∞⊗K →M (O∞⊗K ) pi→M (O∞⊗K )/O∞⊗K → 0
where K denotes the algebra of compact operators on an infinite dimensional Hilbert space, M
denotes the multiplier algebra . An operator F ∈M (O∞⊗K ) is said to be O∞⊗K -Fredholm if
pi(F) ∈GL(M (O∞⊗K )/O∞⊗K ), the group of invertible elements inM (O∞⊗K )/O∞⊗K .
Then the space of all O∞⊗K -Fredholm operators
FredO∞⊗K = pi
−1(GL(M (O∞⊗K )/O∞⊗K ))
is an open subset of the C∗-algebraM (O∞⊗K ), so it is a smooth Banach manifold.
From the short exact sequence above, one can deduce that
K0(O∞⊗K )∼= pi0(FredO∞⊗K )∼= Z,
since Cuntz [21] has shown that O∞⊗K is KK-equivalent to C. In fact, we deduce that
pi j(FredO∞⊗K )∼= Z if j is even, ∼= 0 if j is odd
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Pennig’s model [47] of the higher twisted K-theory of a space X uses principal Aut(O∞⊗K )-
bundles over X , which are classified by maps λ : X → BAut(O∞⊗K ). By the associated bundle
construction, any such principal bundle Pλ is associated to an algebra bundle Aλ over X with fibre
O∞⊗K . Then the higher twisted K-theory of X is by definition
(1.1) K jλ (X) = K j(C0(X ,Aλ ))
where C0(X ,Aλ ) denotes the C∗-algebra of sections of Aλ that vanish at infinity. The associ-
ated bundle construction may also be used to yield bundles Ω jFredλ over X with typical fi-
bre Ω jFredO∞⊗K (here Ω
j denotes the iterated based loop space, while Aut(O∞⊗K ) acts on
FredO∞⊗K by conjugation). Using the short exact sequence above, one can easily show that higher
twisted K-theory can be equivalently described as
(1.2) K jλ (X) = pi0(C1(X ,Ω
jFredλ ))
where C1(M,Ω jFredλ ) denotes the sections of the bundle Ω jFredλ that are equal to the identity
outside of a compact set. If A is a closed subset of X , then the higher twisted relative K-theory is
defined by
K jλ (X ,A) := K
j(X \A).
There is a long exact sequence associated to relative higher twisted K-theory, which will be dis-
cussed later.
An important property of higher twisted K-theory, is that of Bott periodicity,
K jλ (X)
∼= K j+2λ (X).
This says that it is enough to study K0λ (X) and K
1
λ (X). We remark here that from here on, indices
in Z2 will always be shown in bold font. Thus the Z2-graded K-theory groups will be denoted
K0λ (X) and K
1
λ (X).
One final remark on higher twisted K-theory is that twists on a space X in the general sense outlined
above need not come from cohomology classes for X . This is to be contrasted to ordinary twisted K-
theory, in which twists always arise from integral cohomology classes. In the special cases where
the twist does correspond to a cohomology class [H] ∈ H∗(X ;Z), the higher twisted K-theory will
be denoted
K j
[H](X)
instead of K jλ (X). Examples of this include when X is a finite, connected, torsion-free CW complex
[22, Corollary 4.4] (and in particular whenever X is a compact, torsion-free, connected manifold).
Another important class of examples for us are those for which the twist λ : X → BAut(O∞⊗K )
factors through an odd sphere, so that λ = f ◦H, where f : S2k+1→BAut(O∞⊗K ) is a classifying
map for the (compact, connected, torsion-free manifold) S2k+1, and where H : X → S2k+1 defines
a class in the cohomotopy set of X , hence a class [H] ∈ H2k+1(X ;Z). Note that by the arguments
of [4], such cohomotopy twists generalise the ordinary twists already familiar from string theory.
Higher twisted cohomology was studied in detail in [45], and will also be discussed later in the
paper.
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2. HIGHER TWISTED K-THEORY AND THE CHERN CHARACTER
The goal of this section is to define a Chern character for higher twisted K-theory, when the twist
is given by a cohomotopy class. We start by using work of M. Dadarlat and U. Pennig in [22] to
construct a FredO∞⊗K -bundle over odd dimensional spheres S
2k+1, which we denote by Y2k+1 for
k≥ 1. Generalising the method of Atiyah and Segal in [4], we then show how to construct a Chern
character for the bundle Y2k+1. This Chern character takes values in a higher twisted cohomology
group, and has the property that it lifts the classical Chern character of FredO∞⊗K . Finally, using
the constructed Chern character for the bundle Y2k+1, we are able to construct a Chern character for
a compact smooth manifold X , with a fixed cohomotopy class [λ ] ∈ [X ,S2k+1] as twist. Analogous
to the case of Y2k+1, the Chern character for X lands in a twisted Cohomology group, determined
by the cohomotopy twist [λ ]. Our strategy can be seen as a generalisation of the methods employed
by Atiyah and Segal in [4], where a Chern character for 3-twisted K-theory is constructed by first
constructing one over a universal Fred-bundle over S3.
2.1. The universal FredO∞⊗K -bundle over S
2k+1. In this subsection, we will be dealing with
FredO∞⊗K -bundles over compact smooth manifolds. Such bundles are classified by maps into the
classifying space BAut(FredO∞⊗K ), and can be given as the pull-back of the universal FredO∞⊗K -
bundle over BAut(FredO∞⊗K ), which we will denote by Fred(P). The reader is invited to consult
section 1 for preliminaries about such bundles, and the references there in for a more comprehen-
sive discussion.
The cohomology generator u2k+1 ∈ H2k+1(S2k+1;Z) gives rise to a FredO∞⊗K -bundle, denoted
Y2k+1, via corollary 4.7 (ii) in [22], and the associated bundle construction, see section 1. In fact,
from the referenced corollary, we see that every cohomology class in H2k+1(S2k+1;Z) gives rise
to a FredO∞⊗K -bundle, and the one corresponding to the generator u2k+1 can be thought of as
generating all these bundles. In this regard, we can think of Y2k+1 as a universal FredO∞⊗K -bundle
over S2k+1.
It will be important for us to understand the Serre spectral sequence associated to the bundle
Y2k+1 → S2k+1. As the base of the Serre spectral sequence is S2k+1, we see that the only non-
trivial differential is d2k+1 : E
0,q
2k+1 → E2k+1,q−2k2k+1 , and the spectral sequence reduces to the Wang
exact sequence.
· · · Hq−1(F) Hq−2k(F) Hq(Y2k+1) Hq(F) · · ·d
where d = d2k+1 is the differential of the Serre spectral sequence.
Any FredO∞⊗K -bundle, over S
2k+1, can be constructed by taking two trivial bundles over each
D2k+1 hemisphere of S2k+1, and gluing them together via a gluing map. In other words, such a
bundle is determined via its clutching map.
ψ : S2k×FredO∞⊗K → S2k×FredO∞⊗K .
The following proposition gives the action of ψ∗ on cohomology.
Proposition 2.1. For an x ∈ Hn(F) we have that φ∗(1⊗ x) = 1⊗ x+w⊗dx
Proof. We have the following commutative diagram
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H0(S2k)⊗Hn(F)⊕H2k(S2k)⊗Hn−2kF H0(S2k)⊗Hn(F)⊕H2k(S2k)⊗Hn−2kF
Hn(F) Hn−2k(F)
φ∗
pii
d
where we have used Kunneth’s theorem to write Hn(S2k×F) = H0(S2k)⊗Hn(F)⊕H2k(S2k)⊗
Hn−2kF , i(x) = 1⊗ x denotes the inclusion and pi the projection.
On taking the trivial clutching function, we see that the first term of φ∗(1⊗ x) must be 1⊗ x.
Together with the above commutative diagram, it follows that in general φ∗(1⊗ x) = 1⊗ x+w⊗
dx. 
Given a compact space X it is well known that the Picard group Pic(X), formed by (equivalence
classes of) line bundles on X , is a multiplicative subgroup of K(X). Hence, there exists an action
Pic(X)×K(X)→ K(X)
by group homomorphisms. On the level of vector bundles, this action is induced by tensoring with
a line bundle: (L,E) 7→ L⊗E.
Atiyah and Segal, see p. 5-7 in [4], were able to use this action to understand the differential d3 in
the Serre spectral sequence of a universal Fred-bundle over S3. This provided a convenient strategy
for them to define the Chern character for twisted K-theory twisted by a degree 3 cohomology class.
We will be taking a similar approach, and as the bundles we are working with are slightly more
general. We will need to understand a more general action.
The above action is a special case of a more general action given by virtual line bundles, which we
now describe. Consider the rank function
rk : K(X)→ Z
that gives the rank of a virtual vector bundle in K(X).
Let V Pic(X) := rk−1(1). An element of V Pic(X) is a virtual line bundle. We point out that
while Pic(X) is a multiplicative group, V Pic(X) is only a set. An element of V Pic(X) does not
necessarily have a multiplicative inverse. We call V Pic(X) the virtual Picard set on X . These facts
give us an action
V Pic(X)×K(X)→ K(X)
of virtual line bundles on the K-theory of X , induced via tensor product.
The definition of the virtual Picard set looks very similar to that of the Picard group. However,
there is a key difference. It is well know that there exists an isomorphism
c1 : Pic(X)→ H2(X ;Z)
induced via the first Chern class. This implies that Pic(X) is a cohomological action on K(X).
In the case of V Pic(X), there is no such isomorphism. In other words, the action of V Pic(X) on
K(X) is not cohomological in any way, and is an honest action coming from the K-theory of X
as opposed to the singular cohomology of X . This action will be used shortly to understand the
differential d2k+1 in the Serre spectral sequence of the bundle Y2k+1.
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We recall from the work of M. Dadarlat and U. Pennig in [22] that the homotopy groups for
Aut(O∞⊗K ) were computed to be Z2 in degree 0, Z in all other even degrees and 0 otherwise.
Letting i2k : S2k→ Aut(O∞⊗K ) denote a representative of the generator of pi2k(Aut(O∞⊗K ))∼=
Z. We can use this map to define an action
(2.1) S2n×FredO∞⊗K → FredO∞⊗K .
Strictly speaking, the map i2k is only unique up to homotopy. Therefore, the above action depends
on the homotopy class of the map i2k. However, we will be concerned with the effect of the above
map on cohomology and hence this will suffice for our purposes.
We want to understand the above action on the level of cohomology. The cohomology ring of
FredO∞⊗K is given by the following proposition.
Proposition 2.2. We have an isomorphism of rings H∗(FredO∞⊗K ;Z)∼=Z[s1,s2, . . . ,sn, . . .], where
si ∈ H2i(FredO∞⊗K ;Z).
The element s0 ∈H0(FredO∞⊗K ;Z) corresponds to the index. Letting FredkO∞⊗K denote the com-
ponent of FredO∞⊗K consisting of index k operators. We have that s0 = k ∈ H0(FredkO∞⊗K ;Z).
In particular, in the index zero component s0 = 0.
We will also need the following theorem of Bott, see corollary 9.8 in [30].
Theorem 2.3 (Bott). Let u ∈H2n(S2n;Z) be a generator. Given any rank n complex vector bundle
E over S2n we have cn(E) = m(n−1)!u for some m ∈ Z, where cn(E) denotes the nth Chern class
of E.
We remark that as K˜(S2n) can be generated by an element of the form E − n, where E is a rank
n complex vector bundle and n denotes a trivial rank n bundle. It follows, using the fact that the
Chern character of E−n must be non-zero, that in the above theorem we can always find a E with
cn(E) 6= 0.
Bott’s theorem will be applied to compute the differential d2k+1 in the Serre spectral sequence
associated to the bundle Y2k+1→ S2k+1. Before we can show how this is done, we give the reader
a reminder of the theory of Chern classes and the Chern character.
Given a rank n vector bundle, we define the Chern classes via the formal variables x1, . . . ,xn so that
(2.2)
n
∑
i=0
ci =
n
∏
i=1
(1+ xi)
and define the power sums sn by
(2.3) sn =
n
∑
i=1
xni .
The importance of the power sums comes from the fact that they give a nice definition for the
Chern character of a vector bundle E
Ch(E) =
∞
∑
n=0
sn
n!
.
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Given two vector bundles E and F we have that Ch(E⊗F) =Ch(E)Ch(F), and hence we obtain
the formula
sn(E⊗F) =
(
n
0
)
sn(E)s0(F)+ · · ·+
(
n
k
)
sn−k(E)sk(F)+ · · ·+ s0(E)sn(F).
A particular special case of the above formula will be important in our context. If we fix a rank k
complex vector bundle E over a 2k-dimensional manifold X , such that cm(E) = 0 for all 1≤ m≤
k−1 and ck(E) = v ∈ H2k(X ;Z). Then for any F ∈ K(X), letting sn denote the power sums for E
and sn(u) the power sums for E⊗F , we have
(2.4) sn(u) = sn+
(−1)k+1n!
(k−1)!(n− k)!vsn−k.
We can use this to obtain a formula for the differential d2k+1 in the Serre spectral sequence for the
bundle Y2k+1 over S2k+1.
Proposition 2.4. In the Serre spectral sequence for the bundle Y2k+1→ S2k+1, with fibre Fred jO∞⊗K
and cohomology with R-coefficients, the differential d2k+1 is given on the cohomology generators
sn by
d2k+1sn =
(−1)k+1n!
(n− k)! mu2k+1sn−k for n 6= k
d2k+1sk = (−1)k+1k!mu2k+1s0 = (−1)k+1k!m ju2k+1
where u2k+1 ∈ H2k+1(S2k+1;Z) is a generator and 0 6= m ∈ Z.
Proof. Let u2k ∈H2k(S2k;Z) be a generator that suspends to the generator u2k+1 ∈H2k+1(S2k+1;Z).
Applying Bott’s theorem 2.3, we can find a rank n bundle E such that cn(E) =m(n−1)!u, for some
integer m 6= 0. We then consider the virtual line bundle E˜ := E− n−1, where n−1 denotes the
trivial rank n−1 bundle on S2k.
By tensoring with R, we let E˜R denote the 1-dimensional R-subspace of V Pic(S2k)⊗R generated
by E˜. Then cn extends to an isomorphism
(2.5) cn : E˜R→ H2k(S2k;R).
The above map, together with the fact FredO∞⊗K represent a classifying space for k-theory, imply
that cohomologically the action of the clutching map is given by formula 2.4 with v = m(k−1)!u.
Applying proposition 2.1, we obtain the formula for d2k+1.

Observe that the spectral sequence gives rise to the exact sequence
H2k(Fred jO∞⊗K ) H
2k+1(X) H2k+1(Fred jO∞⊗K )
d2k+1 pi∗
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where pi : Y2k+1→ S2k+1 denotes the projection. We thus see that
pi∗d2k+1sk = pi∗
(
(−1)k+1k!m ju2k+1
)
= (−1)k+1k!m jpi∗u2k+1
= 0.
This implies pi∗(u2k+1) = 0 if j 6= 0. If the bundle Y2k+1 posses a section then pi∗ is injective. As
u2k+1 6= 0∈H2k+1(S2k+1;Z) it follows that j = 0. Therefore we find that there are no sections with
non-zero index. This means that when we define higher twisted K-theory for a smooth compact
manifold X twisted by a cohomotopy class, represented by a map λ : X → S2k+1, we need only
focus on the Fred0O∞⊗K -component of the bundle Y2k+1. This is similar to what Atiyah and Segal
observe for 3-twisted K-theory, see p. 7 in [4].
2.2. The Chern character for the universal FredO∞⊗K -bundle over S
2k+1. In this subsection,
we will define a Chern character for the bundle Y2k+1 that will land in a higher twisted cohomology
group. This Chern character can be seen as a lift of the classical Chern character on FredO∞⊗K ,
and will play a pivotal role in the next subsection where we define a Chern character for smooth
compact manifolds with a fixed cohomotopy twist.
We recall that sn ∈ H2n(FredO∞⊗K ) represents a cohomological generator, given by proposition
2.2.
We will let η = pi∗2k+1u2k+1 ∈ H2k+1(Y2k+1;R), where u2k+1 ∈ H2k+1(S2k+1;R) is a generator
represented by a closed form whose support does not contain the poles of S2k+1. Furthermore, let
F∞ denote the fibre of Y2k+1 over the north pole of S2k+1, which we denote by {∞}, and F0 the fibre
of Y2k+1 over the south pole, which we denote by {0}.
As mentioned at the end of section 2.1, there are no sections of non-zero index in higher twisted
K-theory. This means it suffices to restrict to the Fred0O∞⊗K -component of the bundle Y2k+1, and
we shall do this from here on in.
In order to construct a Chern character, we will start by constructing forms Sn on Y2k+1, for n≥ 0,
that satisfy the following two conditions:
(1) Sn|F0 = sn
(2) dSn =
(−1)k+1n!
(n−k)! mηSn−k =
(−1)k+1n!
(n−k)! η2k+1Sn−k
where we remind the reader that the coefficient of the right hand side of (2) comes from proposition
2.4, and we have defined η2k+1 = mη .
The construction proceeds via induction on n. We define S0 = 0. Suppose we have constructed Sm
for all m < n that satisfies the above two conditions. Our goal is to construct Sn.
The bundle Y2k+1 can be trivialised over S2k+1\{∞}, we have that Y2k+1\F∞∼=D2k+1×FredO∞⊗K .
In particular, we can pull back the form sn on FredO∞⊗K , obtaining a form s
′
n on Y2k+1\F∞.
Let ρ be a bump function on Y2k+1 supported away from F∞. Define S′n := ρs′n. By definition,
S′n is an 2n form defined on all of Y2k+1. However, S′n is not necessarily closed on all of Y2k+1.
We do have that dS′n = 0 outside a small neighbourhood of F∞, and therefore it does define a
class in the relative group H2n(Y2k+1,F0). By proposition 2.4 this class can also be represented
by (−1)
k+1n!
(n−k)! mηSn−k, which also vanishes near F0, and hence defines a class in H
2n(Y2k+1,F0) that
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equals S′n. It follows that on the level of forms we have
dS′n−
(−1)k+1n!
(n− k)! mηSn−k = dωn
where ωn is a 2n-form on Y2k+1 that is supported away from F0. We then define Sn := S′n−ωn. It
is clear that Sn satisfies conditions (1) and (2).
We can then define an even form Ch02k+1 on Y2k+1 by
(2.6) Ch02k+1 =
∞
∑
n=1
Sn
n!
.
We observe that Dη2k+1Ch
0
2k+1 = (d−η2k+1)Ch02k+1 = 0, and hence Ch02k+1 defines a cocycle for
higher twisted cohomology, with twist given by the cohomology class [η2k+1], of the bundle Y2k+1.
Therefore Ch02k+1 ∈ H0η2k+1(Y2k+1), the even twisted cohomology group, and from condition (1)
above we see that it lifts the classical Chern character in H∗(FredO∞⊗K ).
2.3. The Chern character for smooth manifolds with a cohomotopy twist. In this subsection
we use the Chern character from the previous subsection to construct a Chern character for smooth
compact manifolds X . Our Chern character has the restriction that it can only be defined for twists
corresponding to cohomotopy classes [X ,S2k+1]. This latter set is known as the 2k+1 cohomotopy
set of X . In general, it is just a set and not a group. However, we point out that if X is a finite
CW-complex of dimension n, where n≤ 2k+1. Then the cohomology group H2k+1(X ;Z) is given
by the cohomotopy classes [X ,S2k+1]. This follows from the fact that elements in H2k+1(X ;Z) are
represented by maps into the Eilenberg-Maclane space K(Z,2k+1), and by cellular approximation
such a map can be assumed to be contained in the 2k+1-skeleton of K(Z,2k+1), which is S2k+1.
Furthermore, if X is a finite CW complex of dimension n ≤ 2k− 2. Then by work of Borsuk,
see [7] and chapter 2 section 11 in [8], it is known that pik(X) is an abelian group. In our case,
X will always be a smooth compact manifold, hence can be given the structure of a finite CW
complex. Thus if dim(X) ≤ 2k+ 1, we have that H2k+1(X ;Z) = [X ,S2k+1] and hence any twist
corresponding to a class in [X ,S2k+1] is necessary cohomological. However, if dim(X) > 2k+ 1
then elements of [X ,S2k+1] could determine twists that are not necessarily cohomological. One
final point to make is that our Chern character we define for X will be defined via a pull back of
the smooth form Ch02k+1. Therefore, we will need to restrict ourselves to smooth maps from X to
S2k1. This will not cause any problems as each class in [X ,S2k+1] has a (not necessarily unique)
smooth representative. When taking representatives of such cohomotopy classes, we will always
be taking smooth ones without saying.
We fix a cohomotopy class [λ ]∈ [X ,S2k+1], represented by a smooth map λ : X→ S2k+1. We define
Fredλ (X) = λ ∗(Y2k+1), which is a FredO∞⊗K -bundle over X . The bundle Fredλ (X) depends
on the representative map λ : X → S2k+1, however its isomorphism class only depends on the
homotopy class of λ .
Following Atiyah and Segal’s approach in [4], we define the higher twisted K-theory, twisted by
the class λ , as follows
Definition 2.5. Given a smooth compact manifold X, and a cohomotopy class [λ ] ∈ [X ,S2k+1],
represented by λ : X → S2k+1. We define the higher twisted K-theory of X, twisted by the cohomo-
topy class [λ ] and denoted K0λ (X), to consist of homotopy classes in [X ,Y2k+1] that lift the map λ .
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In other words, an element of K0λ (X) is a homotopy class of a smooth map F : X→Y2k+1 such that
the following digram commutes
Y2k+1
X S2k+1.
pi
λ
F
We remark that an equivalent way to define K0λ (X) would be as homotopy classes of sections of
the bundle Fredλ (X). The follows from the fact that Fredλ (X) = λ ∗Y2k+1. We also remark that
as FredO∞⊗K has the structure of a smooth Banach manifold, see section 1, it follows that Y2k+1
can be given the structure of a smooth Banach manifold. Therefore, the concept of a smooth map
F : X → Y2k+1 is well defined.
The group structure on K0λ (X) comes from the group structure of the fibres of the bundle Y2k+1. I.e.
given [F ] and [G]∈K0λ (X), we define [F ]+[G] to be the class [F+G]. Note that F+G is defined as
the map such that F+G(x) := F(x)+G(x), which is well defined because F(x),G(x)∈ pi−1( f (x))
and hence F(x)+G(x)∈ pi−1( f (x)). By Bott periodicity, we see that the groups K0λ (X) are the even
degree groups of the twisted K-theory of X . The odd case will be defined in the next subsection.
We now define a twisted Chern character for X . We recall towards the end of the previous section
we defined a Chern character Ch02k+1 ∈ Hη2k+1(Y2k+1). We also recall that the cohomology class
η2k+1 ∈ H2k+1(Y2k+1) was chosen via pulling back a particular generator of H2k+1(S2k+1), which
we denoted u2k+1. Therefore, given a class [F ] ∈ K0λ (X), represented by a smooth map F : X →
Y2k+1, we have F∗(η2k+1) = F∗pi∗(u2k+1) = λ ∗(u2k+1).
We define the twisted Chern character
Ch0λ : K
0
λ (X)→ H0λ ∗(u2k+1)(X)
by Ch0λ ([F ]) = [F
∗Ch02k+1], where F is a smooth representative. The fact that this defines an
element of the twisted cohomology group Hλ ∗(u2k+1)(X) follows by naturality and the fact that
Ch02k+1 ∈ H0η2k+1(Y2k+1).
2.4. The odd case. In the previous subsection we witnessed the construction of a Chern character
for cohomotopy twists, which gave us a mapping from the higher twisted K-theory of a smooth
compact manifold to its twisted cohomology. Strictly speaking, we constructed an even Chern
character that mapped even twisted K-theory to even twisted cohomology. The purpose of this
subsection is to extend this construction to the odd case. Namely, we construct an odd Chern
character that will map odd twisted K-theory to odd twisted cohomology.
We have already seen that Aut(O∞⊗K ) acts on FredO∞⊗K via conjugation, see section 1. Letting
ΩFredO∞⊗K denote the smooth pointed loop space. In other words, an element γ ∈ΩFredO∞⊗K
consists of a smooth pointed map γ : S1 → FredO∞⊗K , where the base point of FredO∞⊗K is
the identity operator. We see that this action extends to an action on ΩFredO∞⊗K in the point-
wise fashion. In other words, given a continuous loop γ : S1 → FredO∞⊗K and an element
A ∈ Aut(O∞⊗K ). We define A · γ : S1→ FredO∞⊗K to be the loop (A · γ)(t) := A(γ(t)), where
A(γ(t)) is the conjugation action of A on the point γ(t) ∈ FredO∞⊗K . We point out that given an
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Aut(O∞⊗K )-bundle we can, via the above action and the associated bundle construction, produce
an ΩFredO∞⊗K -bundle.
As we saw in section 2.1, the generator u2k+1 ∈H2k+1(S2k+1;Z) gives rise to a principal Aut(O∞⊗
K )-bundle via corollary 4.7 (ii) in [22]. Using this bundle, and the above action on ΩFredO∞⊗K ,
the associated bundle construction produces a ΩFredO∞⊗K -bundle over S
2k+1 corresponding to
u2k+1, which we shall denote by L2k+1.
There is an evaluation map e : ΩFredO∞⊗K ×S1→ FredO∞⊗K defined by e(γ, t) = γ(t).
Given a cohomology generator sn ∈ H2n(FredO∞⊗K ) we let
Ωsn :=
∫
S1
e∗sn ∈ H2n−1(ΩFredO∞⊗K ).
The above evaluation map induces an evaluation map, which we also denote by e
(2.7) e : L2k+1×S1→ Y2k+1
as the reader can check.
We recall from section 2.2 that we constructed forms Sn ∈ Ω2n(Y2k+1). We define Tn := e∗Sn ∈
Ω2n(L2k+1×S1). Integrating over the fibre, we define forms
(2.8) ΩSn :=
∫
S1
Tn ∈Ω2n−1(L2k+1).
We also recall that the forms Sn satisfied the formula dSn =
(−1)k+1n!
(n−k)! η2k+1Sn−k, where the form
η2k+1 = mη is a 2k+ 1-form on Y2k+1 coming from the pull-back of a certain generating 2k+ 1-
form on S2k+1, see section 2.2 for details.
The 2k+ 1-form η2k+1 is constant along the fibres of Y2k+1, as it comes from the pull-back of a
form on the base via the projection map. In particular, since the evaluation map is fibre preserving,
it follows that the form e∗(η2k+1) does not have any dθ -components, θ being a coordinate on S1.
Proposition 2.6. dΩSn = λ (n,k)e∗(η2k+1)ΩSn−k, where λ (n,k) :=
(−1)k+1n!
(n−k)! .
Proof. We differentiate under the integral, which is possible as S1 is compact and all our forms are
smooth.
dΩSn = d
∫
S1
e∗Sn
=
∫
S1
de∗Sn
=
∫
S1
e∗dSn
=
∫
S1
e∗
(
(−1)k+1n!
(n− k)! η2k+1Sn−k
)
=
∫
S1
(−1)k+1n!
(n− k)! e
∗(η2k+1)e∗(Sn−k)
=
(−1)k+1n!
(n− k)! e
∗(η2k+1)ΩSn−k
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where the last equality comes from the fact that e∗(η2k+1) will not a have any dθ -components, and
so does not contribute to the integral.

We now define a Chern character for L2k+1, that will represent the universal odd Chern character
for cohomotopy twists of degree 2k+1, by
(2.9) Ch12k+1 =∑
λ (n,k)ΩSn
n!
.
It is easy to see that De∗(η2k+1)Ch
1
2k+1 = (d− e∗(η2k+1))Ch12k+1 = 0. Hence Ch12k+1 is an element
of the odd twisted cohomology H∗e∗(η2k+1)(L2k+1).
Given the odd Chern character for L2k+1, we can define a general odd Chern character for any
space X with a degree 2k+ 1-cohomotopy twist. This will be a map from the odd higher twisted
K-theory of X to twisted cohomology.
Given a smooth compact manifold X with a cohomotopy class represented by a smooth map
λ : X → S2k+1. We observe that ΩFredλ (X) := λ ∗L2k+1 is a ΩFredO∞⊗K -bundle over X . Fur-
thermore, the isomorphism class of this bundle over X depends on the homotopy class of λ . This
allows us to define the odd twisted K-theory of X , corresponding to the twist λ , in a similar way
to the even case done in section 2.3.
Definition 2.7. Given a smooth compact manifold X, and a cohomotopy class [λ ]∈ [X ,S2k+1] rep-
resented by a smooth map λ : X → S2k+1. We define the odd higher twisted K-theory of X, twisted
by the cohomotopy class [λ ] and denoted K1λ (X), to consist of homotopy classes in [X ,L2k+1] that
lift the map λ . In other words, an element of K1λ (X) is a homotopy class of a map F : X → L2k+1
such that the following digram commutes
L2k+1
X S2k+1.
pi
λ
F
We remark that an equivalent way to define K1λ (X) would be as homotopy classes of sections of
the bundle ΩFredλ (X). This follows from the fact that ΩFredλ (X) = λ ∗L2k+1. Furthermore, as
FredO∞⊗K is a smooth Banach manifold, it follows that ΩFredO∞⊗K is also a smooth Banach
manifold. This implies the bundle L2k+1 can be given the structure of a smooth Banach manifold,
and hence the concept of a smooth map from X to L2k+1 is well defined.
We define the odd twisted Chern character
Ch1λ : K
odd
λ (X)→ H1λ ∗(u2k+1)(X)
by Ch1λ ([F ]) = [F
∗Ch1λ ]. We remind the reader that when we form the pull back differential form
F∗Ch1λ , we always take a smooth representative F . The fact that this defines an element of the
odd twisted cohomology group Hλ ∗(u2k+1)(X) follows by naturality and the fact that Ch
1
2k+1 ∈
H1e∗(η2k+1)(L2k+1).
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3. SPHERICAL T-DUALITY
3.1. Historical introduction. We begin with a historical introduction.
T-duality for pairs consisting of a circle bundle, together with a degree 3 H-flux, was originally
studied in detail in [11, 12] with contributions by several others later. In string theory, T-dual pairs
are distinct compactification manifolds that cannot be distinguished by any experiment, which is
the notion of isomorphism relevant in physics. This equivalence in physics implies the isomor-
phisms of a number of other mathematical structures, such as Courant algebroids [18], generalized
complex structures [18] and twisted K-theory [11], see also [17, 50]. It turns out that all of these
structures are physically relevant.
Recently we initiated the study of spherical T-duality for principal SU(2)-bundles in [13] and for
non-principal SU(2)-bundles in [14]. Let P be a principal SU(2)-bundle over M and H a 7-cocycle
on P,
(3.1)
SU(2) −−−→ P
pi
y
M
Principal SU(2)-bundles over a compact oriented four dimensional manifold M are classified by
H4(M;Z)∼=Z via the 2nd Chern class c2(P). This can be seen using the well known isomorphism,
H4(M;Z)∼= [M,S4]∼=Z and noting that there is a canonical principal SU(2)-bundle P→ S4, known
as the Hopf bundle, whose 2nd Chern class is the generator of H4(S4;Z)∼=Z. The orientation of M
and SU(2) imply that pi∗ is a canonical isomorphism H7(P;Z)∼=H4(M;Z)∼=Z. The dual principal
SU(2)-bundle,
(3.2)
SU(2) −−−→ P̂
pi
y
M
is defined by c2(P̂) = pi∗H while the dual 7-cocycle Ĥ ∈ H7(P̂) satisfies c2(P) = pi∗Ĥ by the
isomorphism pi∗ : H7(P̂;Z)∼= H4(M;Z)∼= Z. We proved that this spherical T-duality map induces
degree-shifting isomorphisms between the real and integral twisted cohomologies of P and P̂ and
also between the 7-twisted K-theories.
In [14], we extended spherical T-duality to (oriented) non-principal SU(2)-bundles. While prin-
cipal SU(2)-bundles correspond to unit sphere bundles of quaternionic line bundles, (oriented)
non-principal SU(2)-bundles correspond to unit sphere bundles of rank 4 oriented real Riemann-
ian vector bundles. A striking new phenomenon in the non-principal case is that when the base
M is a compact oriented simply-connected 4 dimensional manifold, and given an oriented non-
principal SU(2)-bundle E with H a 7-cocycle on E, then for each integer, we will show that there
is an infinite lattice of spherical T-duals with 7-cocycle flux over M, in stark contrast to the case
of principal SU(2)-bundles as described above. One reason is because in the non-principal bundle
case, the Euler class does not determine (oriented) non-principal SU(2)-bundles when the base is
as above, but in addition the 2nd Stiefel-Whitney class and the Pontryagin class are also needed
for the classification. However, it is only the Euler class (and its transgression) that is needed
in the Gysin sequence and also to prove the isomorphisms of 7-twisted integral cohomologies,
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and in addition the 2nd Stiefel-Whitney class is needed to prove the isomorphisms of 7-twisted
K-theories.
3.2. Spherical T-duality computations. Let M be a compact, oriented manifold of dimension 2n.
Since in high dimensions, the classification up to isomorphism of S2n−1 bundles over M by coho-
mology is complicated, or unknown, we only consider the Euler characteristic of such bundles. In
general there may be several bundles (over a fixed base M) that have the same Euler characteristic,
but they all have the same cohomology groups and the same K-theory groups, as we will show.
3.3. Spherical T-dual pairs. Here we define spherical T-dual pairs over M as above. Suppose
that n = 3 or n > 4. Consider the sphere bundle Z over M with structure group SO(2n)
(3.3)
S2n−1 −−−→ Z
pi
y
M
Then it has an Euler class e(Z) ∈ H2n(M,Z) which is an even integer 2k ([54]). Let H be a degree
(4n−1)-form over Z such that [H]∈H4n−1(Z,Z) is the even integer 2l. Then (Z,H) has a spherical
T-dual (Ẑ, Ĥ) defined as follows.
(3.4)
S2n−1 −−−→ Ẑ
pi
y
M
It has Euler class e(Ẑ) = pi∗(H) ∈ H2n(M,Z) that is equal to 2l. Since pi∗ : Ω4n−1(Ẑ)−→Ω2n(M)
is an isomorphism, we define Ĥ = pi−1∗ pi∗(H).
To summarise, (Z,H) and (Ẑ, Ĥ) are defined to be spherical T-dual pairs over M.
Now we finish by defining spherical T-dual pairs over M when n= 4 i.e. an 8 dimensional manifold
as above. Consider the special sphere bundle Z over M with structure group SO(8)
(3.5)
S7 −−−→ Z
pi
y
M
Then the Euler class e(Z) ∈ H8(M,Z) can be any integer k, since there is a Hopf bundle over S8.
Let H be a 15-form over Z such that [H] ∈ H15(Z,Z) is the integer l. Then (Z,H) has a spherical
T-dual (Ẑ, Ĥ) defined as follows.
(3.6)
S7 −−−→ Ẑ
pi
y
M
where the Euler class e(Ẑ) = pi∗(H) ∈ H4(M,Z) is equal to l. Since pi∗ : Ω15(Ẑ)−→Ω8(M) is an
isomorphism, we define Ĥ = pi−1∗ pi∗(H) which equals k.
To summarise, (Z,H) and (Ẑ, Ĥ) are spherical T-dual pairs over M.
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3.4. Gysin sequence and the cohomology of Z and Ẑ. Since Z is a sphere bundle over M for
n = 3 or for n > 4, with Euler class e(Z) = 2k, there are Gysin sequences that will compute the
cohomology of Z. Assume here that k 6= 0. The Gysin sequence is
→H j(M,Z) pi∗→H j(Z,Z) pi∗→H j−(2n−1)(M,Z) ∪2k→ H j+1(M,Z)→H j+1(Z,Z) pi∗→H j+2−2n(M,Z)→
It follows that
H j(Z,Z) ∼= H j(M,Z), 0≤ j < 2n−1, i.e.
H0(Z,Z) = Z, H j(Z,Z) = H j(M,Z) for 0≤ j ≤ 2n−1
H2n(Z,Z) = Z2k
H j(Z,Z) = H j+1−2n(M,Z), 2n < j < 4n−2
H4n−1(Z,Z) = Z.
Hodd(Z,Z) ∼= Z
7⊕
j=1
H j(M,Z).
Heven(Z,Z) ∼= Z⊕Z2k
2n−1⊕
j=1
H j(M,Z)(3.7)
Hodd(Z,Z) ∼= Z
2n−1⊕
j=1
H j(M,Z).(3.8)
When k = 0, then we get that
Heven(Z,Z) ∼= Z⊕Z
2n−1⊕
j=1
H j(M,Z)(3.9)
Hodd(Z,Z) ∼= Z
2n−1⊕
j=1
H j(M,Z).(3.10)
Similarly for S7-bundles Z over M8 with Euler class k, repeating the calculations above, we see
that for k 6= 0,
Heven(Z,Z) ∼= Z⊕Zk
7⊕
j=1
H j(M,Z)(3.11)
Hodd(Z,Z) ∼= Z
7⊕
j=1
H j(M,Z).(3.12)
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When k = 0 we get that
Heven(Z,Z) ∼= Z⊕Z
7⊕
j=1
H j(M,Z)(3.13)
Hodd(Z,Z) ∼= Z
7⊕
j=1
H j(M,Z).(3.14)
3.5. Isomorphism of higher twisted cohomologies. We use the calculations above to now com-
pute the higher twisted cohomology groups Heven/oddH (Z,Z), computed via the secondary operation
∪H acting on H•(Z,Z). Note that (∪H)2 = 0 for degree reasons.
∪H : H0(Z,Z) = Z−→ H4n−1(Z,Z) = Z is multiplication by 2l, and since l 6= 0, the nullspace is
zero and the image is 2lZ. It follows that the twisted cohomology groups are
HevenH (Z,Z) ∼= Z2k
2n−1⊕
j=1
H j(M,Z)
HoddH (Z,Z) = ∼= Z2l
2n−1⊕
j=1
H j(M,Z).(3.15)
Noting that (Z,H) and (Ẑ, Ĥ) are spherical T-dual pairs over M, where e(Ẑ) = 2l and Ĥ = 2k, we
see that
Heven
Ĥ
(Ẑ,Z) ∼= Z2l
2n−1⊕
j=1
H j(M,Z)
Hodd
Ĥ
(Ẑ,Z) ∼= Z2k
2n−1⊕
j=1
H j(M,Z).(3.16)
We conclude that the spherical T-duality isomorphisms hold:
HevenH (Z,Z) ∼= HoddĤ (Ẑ,Z))
HoddH (Z,Z) ∼= HevenĤ (Ẑ,Z).(3.17)
The same is true when either k = 0 or l = 0.
For S7-bundles Z over M =M8 with Euler class k and degree 15-flux H equal to l, we can calculate
analogous to the above that
HevenH (Z,Z) = Zk
⊕7
j=1 H
j(M,Z) and HoddH (Z,Z) = Zl
⊕7
j=1 H
j(M,Z) giving the spherical T-
duality isomorphisms
HevenH (Z,Z) ∼= HoddĤ (Ẑ,Z))
HoddH (Z,H,Z) ∼= HevenĤ (Ẑ,Z).(3.18)
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3.6. K-theory of Z and Ẑ when the base M is torsion free. In this subsection, we will prove that
the even K-theory of Z is isomorphic to the even cohomology of Z, and that the odd K-theory of Z
is isomorphic to the odd cohomology of Z, under the added assumption that the base manifold M
is torsion free. Similar results hold for the T -dual Ẑ.
As we will be applying the Gysin sequence, which depends on the Z grading of the K-theory
groups, we will have to consider the Z graded K-groups K j(·) for j ∈ Z. By Bott periodicity we
know that these groups are 2 periodic. Therefore, we will let Keven(·) denote the even K-groups and
Kodd(·) the odd K-groups. While this notation is slightly different to the one employed in section
2, it is employed so as to not cause confusion with the K0 and K1 terms that arise in the Gysin
sequence. In the case of cohomology, we follow the notation used in the previous subsection. That
is, Heven(·;Z) will denote the direct sum of all even cohomology groups, and Hodd(·;Z) the direct
sum of all the odd cohomology groups.
Using the Gysin sequence in K-theory, we obtain
· · · K j−2n(M) K j(M) K j(Z) K j−(2n−1)(M)
K j+1(M) K j+1(Z) K j+(2n−1)(M) · · · · · ·
φ pi∗ pi∗
φ
pi∗ pi∗
The map φ is the K-theoretic version of cupping with the Euler class, and is defined on the even
K-groups by φ(x) = rk(x)k ·T h, with T h being the Thom class and rk being the rank function. On
the odd K-groups φ ≡ 0.
As we are assuming M is torsion free, it follows that Keven(M)∼=Heven(M;Z). This follows from a
simple calculation using the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence, and the fact that all differentials
in this spectral sequence are torsion operators, see [1]. Cupping with the Euler class is a map
from H0(M;Z) ∼= Z to H2n(M;Z) ∼= Z, given by multiplication by 2k. Under the isomorphism
Keven(M)∼= Heven(M;Z), the map φ has image
2kZ⊆ Z∼= H2n(M;Z)⊆ Heven(M;Z).
We further observe that when j is even, the kernel of φ is the reduced K-group K˜ j−2n(M). The fact
that Keven(M)∼= Heven(M;Z) then gives kerφ = K˜ j−2n(M)∼=⊕nj=1 H2 j(M;Z).
We start by analysing the even K-groups of Z. When j = 0, we can extract out the following
sequence using the fact that φ ≡ 0.
0 K−1(M) K−1(Z) K−2n(M) K0(M) K0(Z)
K−(2n−1)(M) 0
pi∗ pi∗ φ pi∗
pi∗φ
From this sequence we can extract two short exact sequences. The first exact sequence being
0 kerpi∗ = imφ K0(M) impi∗ 0pi
∗ φ
which gives impi∗ ∼= K0(M)imφ ∼= K
0(M)
2kZ .
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As K0(M)∼= Heven(M;Z), and imφ can be identified with 2kZ⊆ H2n(M;Z), we see that
impi∗ ∼=
n−1⊕
j=0
H2 j(M;Z)⊕Z2k.
The second exact sequence we obtain is
0 kerpi∗ = impi∗ K0(Z) K−(2n−1)(M) 0
pi∗ φ
The torsion free condition on M implies K2n−1(M)∼= Hodd(M;Z), which is a torsion free abelian
group. Hence, the above short exact sequence splits and, on applying Bott periodicity, we obtain
Keven(Z)∼=
n−1⊕
j=0
H2 j(M;Z)⊕Z2k⊕Hodd(M;Z).
The odd K-groups of Z can be analysed in a similar manner. Letting j = 1 in the K-theoretic Gysin
sequence, and using the fact that φ ≡ 0 on the odd K-groups, gives the following sequence
0 K1(M) K1(Z) K2−2n(M) K2(M) K2(Z)
K3−2n(M) 0
pi∗ pi∗ φ pi∗
pi∗φ
From this exact sequence we can extract the short exact sequence
0 K1(M) K1(Z) impi∗ = kerφ 0
pi∗ pi∗
As kerφ ∼=⊕nj=1 H2 j(M;Z) is a free abelian group, the above short exact sequence splits. Applying
Bott periodicity, we thus obtain
Kodd(Z)∼= K1(M)⊕
n⊕
j=1
H2 j(M;Z)∼= Hodd(M;Z)⊕
n⊕
j=1
H2 j(M;Z).
These observations allow us to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Keven/odd(Z)∼= Heven/odd(Z;Z).
Proof. The above discussion shows Keven(Z)∼=⊕n−1j=0 H2 j(M;Z)⊕Z/2kZ⊕Hodd(M;Z)∼=Heven(Z;Z).
This last isomorphism coming from the Gysin sequence computation in section 3.4.
Similarly, using the cohomology Gysin sequence computation for Hodd(Z;Z), carried out in sec-
tion 3.4, and the above computation for Kodd , proves the odd case. 
A similar result holds for the T -dual Ẑ. As the proof is exactly analogous to what was done above
for Z, we simply state the final theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Keven/odd(Ẑ)∼= Heven/odd(Ẑ;Z).
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3.7. Isomorphism of higher Twisted K-theories when the base M is torsion free. In this sub-
section we compute the higher twisted K-theory of Z and Ẑ, and show that they are isomorphic
after a degree shift. This should be compared with similar results obtained for the twisted coho-
mologies in section 3.5. As in the previous subsection, we will be assuming that M is torsion free.
We remind the reader that Z has Euler class e(Z) ∈H2n(M;Z) corresponding to the integer 2k. We
also fixed a top degree cohomology class H ∈H4n−1(Z;Z), that corresponds to the integer 2l. The
spherical T -dual Ẑ has Euler class e(Ẑ) = 2l. Furthermore, we have fixed Ĥ ∈ H4n−1(Ẑ;Z) given
by Ĥ = 2k. We will be computing the twisted K-theory of Z, twisted by the class H and denoted
by K0H and K
1
H , as well as the twisted K-theory of Ẑ, twisted by the class Ĥ. It is these twisted
K-theory groups that will be shown to be isomorphic after a degree shift. We will do this via the
Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for twisted K-theory.
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Therefore, the E2-page of the spectral sequence (as in the figure) takes the following form. The
E2-page of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for K∗H is given by E
p,q
2 = H
p(Z;Kq(pt),
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where K denotes ordinary complex K-theory. As Kodd(pt) = 0 and Keven(pt) = Z, we see that
E p,2 j2 = H
p(Z;Z) and E p,2 j+12 = 0 for all j ∈ Z.
From the spectral sequence we can see that the even differentials all vanish. In the untwisted
case, (i.e. when H = 0) it is known that the odd differentials are all torsion operators, see [1]. It
follows that the odd differentials d j for j < 4n− 1 are all torsion operators, as these are equal to
the differentials in the untwisted case. As Z only has torsion in H2n(Z;Z), we see that the potential
non-zero differentials are d3,d5, · · · ,d2n−1 and d4n−1.
Proposition 3.3. The differentials d3,d5, · · · ,d2n−1 are all zero.
Proof. The projection pi : Z→M induces a map from the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence of
K∗(M) to the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence of K∗(P).
As the E3-page of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence is the E2-page. It follows that the
induced map on the E3-page, induced by pi , is pi∗ and this commutes with d3 : H2n−3(Z;Z)→
H2n(Z;Z). We have already seen in section 3.4 that pi∗ : H j(M;Z)→ H j(Z;Z) is an isomorphism
for j < 2n. If we take x ∈ H2n−3(Z;Z) let y ∈ H2n−3(M;Z) satisfy pi∗(y) = x. We then see that
d3(x) = d3◦pi∗(y) = pi∗◦d3(y) = 0. This latter equality following from the fact that H2n(M;Z)∼=Z
and d3 being a torsion operator. Thus we have proved that d3 ≡ 0.
The general case proceeds by induction. Assume that the differentials d2 j−1 ≡ 0 for all 2 ≤ j ≤
i−1 < n. We will prove that d2i−1 ≡ 0.
The induction hypothesis tells us that the induced map on the E2i−1-page, induced by pi , is still
pi∗ and that this map commutes with d2i−1. Given x ∈ H2n−(2i−1)(Z;Z), and using the fact that
pi∗ : H2n−(2i−1)(M;Z)→ H2n−(2i−1)(Z;Z) is an isomorphism, let y ∈ H2n−(2i−1)(M;Z) such that
pi∗(y) = x. We then have d2i−1(x) = d2i−1 ◦pi∗(y) = pi∗ ◦d2i−1(y) = 0, where again we have used
the fact that d2i−1 is a torsion operator and hence must vanish on H2n−(2i−1)(M;Z).
We have proved that the differentials d3,d5, · · · ,d2n−1 are all zero in the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral
sequence for the K-theory groups K∗(Z). However, these differentials are also the differentials in
the twisted Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for K∗H(Z) in that range (the difference occurs for
the differentials after d4n−3). Thus the theorem has been proved.

Proposition 3.4. The differential d4n−1 = ∪H = ∪2l.
Proof. The cohomology class H ∈ H4n−1(Z;Z) is represented by a map H˜ : Z → K(Z,4n− 1),
such that H˜∗(η) = H, where η is a generator of H4n−1(K(Z,4n− 1);Z). As Z has dimension
4n−1, we can apply the cellular approximation theorem, and assume the image of H˜ is contained
in the 4n−1-skeleton of K(Z,4n−1). The 4n−1-skeleton of K(Z,4n−1) is S4n−1, and therefore
we have H˜ : Z→ S4n−1 with a generator η ∈ H4n−1(S4n−1;Z) satisfying H˜∗(η) = H.
The map H˜ induces a map of the associated twisted Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences of Z
and S4n−1 respectively. Therefore, it suffices to prove the proposition for S4n−1 with twist given by
the generator η . This latter case follows from the Mayer-Vietoris argument in [17].

Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 imply that the only non-zero differential in the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral
sequence for Z is d4n−1 : H0(Z;Z)∼= Z→ H4n−1(Z;Z)∼= Z.
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We thus find that the E∞-page is given in the following way:
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From the E∞-page of the spectral sequence we can compute the twisted K-theory groups K∗H(Z).
We do this via the filtration of the twisted K-theory groups. We remind the reader how this pro-
ceeds.
Given the sphere bundle Z, of dimension 4n− 1, we fix a CW-complex structure on Z. Note
that the CW-complex structure on Z will have cells in dimensions k ≤ 4n− 1, we will denote the
kth-skeleton of Z by Zk. We then have the following filtration of KnH(Z), n ∈ Z,
(3.19) KnH(Z)⊇F 0 ⊇F 1 ⊇ . . .⊇F 4n−2 ⊇F 4n−1 = {0}
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where F i := ker(KnH(Z)→ KnH(Zi)), the map KnH(Z)→ KnH(Zi) being induced by the inclusion
Zi ↪→ Z.
The convergence of the spectral sequence implies that E p,q∞ = F
p−1
F p , where p+q = n. We refer the
reader to the final section for a more detailed description of this spectral sequence.
The above E∞-page for K∗H(Z) differs from the untwisted complex K-theory K∗(Z) in only the 0
and 4n−1 lines. As the 0-line consists entirely of zeros, it follows that K0H(Z)∼= K˜(Z), the reduced
K-theory of Z. Applying theorem 3.1 we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 3.5. K0H(Z)∼=
⊕2n−1
i=1,i 6=n H
2i(Z;Z)⊕Z2k ∼= HevenH (Z).
The following proposition computes the odd twisted K-theory.
Proposition 3.6. K1H(Z)∼=
⊕2n−2
i=0 H
2i+1(Z;Z)⊕Z2l ∼= HoddH (Z;Z)
Proof. We observe that since E p,q∞ = 0 when q is odd, we have thatF 0 =K1H(Z) andF
2i =F 2i−1
for i > 0. In particular, our filtration of K1H(Z) can be written as
K1H(Z)⊇F 1 ⊇F 3 ⊇ ·· · ⊇F 4n−3 ⊇F 4n−1 = {0}
where K
1
H(Z)
F 1
∼=H1(Z;Z), F 2i−1F 2i+1 ∼=H2i+1(Z;Z) for 1≤ i≤ n−2, and F
4n−3
F 4n−1
∼=Z2l . AsF 4n−1 = {0},
we immediately obtainF 4n−3 = Z2l .
The filtration determines short exact sequences
0→F 2i+1→F 2i−1→ F
2i−1
F 2i+1
→ 0
for each 0≤ i≤ n−1.
In the case that i = n− 1, the short exact sequence tells us that F 4n−3 = Z2l , which we already
knew.
In the case that 0 ≤ i < n− 1, we note that the groups H2i+1(Z;Z), for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, are torsion
free. This implies that the above short exact sequences split for all 0≤ i < n−1.
These observations immediately imply
K1H(Z)∼=
2n−2⊕
i=0
H2i+1(Z;Z)⊕Z2l
which proves the first isomorphism in the statement of the proposition. The second isomorphism
follows from the computations carried out in section 3.5.

The arguments we gave, via a spectral sequence, to compute K∗H(Z) can be applied to compute
K∗
Ĥ
(Ẑ). As the details are exact analogous to what we did above for Z, we simply state the results
in the following proposition.
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Proposition 3.7. We have the following isomorphisms
K0
Ĥ
(Ẑ)∼=
2n−1⊕
i=1,i6=n
H2i(Ẑ;Z)⊕Z2l ∼= HevenĤ (Ẑ;Z)
K1
Ĥ
(Ẑ)∼=
2n−2⊕
i=0
H2i(Ẑ;Z)⊕Z2k ∼= HoddĤ (Ẑ;Z).
From these computations we thus see that the spherical T -dual pairs (Z,H) and (Ẑ, Ĥ) have iso-
morphic twisted K-theories upto a degree shift.
Theorem 3.8. We have the following isomorphism
K0/1H (Z)∼= K1/0Ĥ (Ẑ).
4. SPECTRAL SEQUENCES
To show that the Chern character is a real isomorphism from the twisted K-theory of a closed man-
ifold X to the twisted cohomology of X , in [4] Atiyah and Segal consider two spectral sequences.
The first of these is a generalisation of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence [4, Section 5],
which computes the twisted K-theory of X , while the second computes the twisted cohomology
of X . We give in this section the correct generalisations of these spectral sequences to the higher
twisted setting (noting that the second of these has already been covered in great detail in [37]).
4.1. The higher twisted Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence. The Atiyah-Hirzebruch spec-
tral sequence for K-theory was introduced for finite CW complexes X (of which closed manifolds
are examples) in the paper [3]. As pointed out in [4], there is an analogous spectral sequence for
twisted K-theory.
Our goal in this subsection is to show that there is an Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence for
higher twisted K-theory also, which generalises that in [4]. This spectral sequence will later be
compared with that for higher twisted cohomology. To construct the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral
sequence, we must shift our attention from manifolds to CW complexes. Moreover, we will work
with general twists, arising from classifying maps into BAut(O∞⊗K ), which need not correspond
to cohomology classes as outlined in the Preliminaries.
Definition 4.1. By a pair with twist we mean a triple (X ,A,λ ), where X is a finite CW complex,
A⊂ X a CW subcomplex, and λ : X→ BAut(O∞⊗K ) a twist over X. Let (X ,A,λX) and (Y,B,λY )
be pairs with twist. A morphism f : (X ,A,λX)→ (Y,B,λY ) is a morphism f of CW pairs such that
λY ◦ f = λX .
We remind the reader that, given a twist λ : X → BAut(O∞⊗K ) and a closed subspace A ⊂ X ,
then denoting by Fnλ the associated bundle over X with fibre Ω
nFredO∞⊗K , the higher twisted
K-theory group Knλ (X ,A) is the homotopy classes of sections of F
n
λ that are equal to the identity
outside of some compact set in X −A. Clearly now if f : (X ,A,λX)→ (Y,B,λY ) is a morphism of
pairs with twist, then f ∗FnλY = F
n
λX , so that the pullback by f of any section of F
n
λY is a section of
FnλX . That is:
Proposition 4.2. The assignment (X ,A,λ ) 7→Knλ (X ,A) is a functor from the category of pairs with
twist to the category of abelian groups. 
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As identified by Pennig [47], one way of obtaining the six-term exact sequence in higher twisted
K-theory is to use an identification with operator K-theory groups. For the purpose of showing that
our Chern character is a real isomorphism, we choose here to take a different, more topological
approach inspired by Atiyah [2].
Associated to the pair with twist (X ,A,λ ), we have the sequence (A, /0,λ )→ (X , /0,λ )→ (X ,A,λ )
of pairs with twist, which by functoriality induces the exact sequence
Knλ (X ,A)
ext∗−−→ Knλ (X)
rest∗−−→ Knλ (A)
of K-theory groups. Here ext∗ is induced by extension of sections by the identity, and rest∗ is
induced by restriction of sections. To obtain the corresponding long exact sequnece, we must give
a connecting homomorphism ∂ : Knλ (A)→ Kn+1λ (X ,A). We follow the definition given by Atiyah
for ordinary K-theory [2, p. 71-72], with some necessary modifications from Pennig [47] to deal
with the fact that twists do not extend to one-point compactifications.
Following Pennig, define c(X ,A) := X unionsq(A× [0,1))/∼, where (a,0)∈ A× [0,1) is glued to a∈ X .
We call this the open cone on A. The twist λ over X extends trivially to a twist cλ over c(X ,A),
and via a neighbourhood retract of c(X ,A) onto X we have
Kn+1λ (X ,A) = K
n+1
cλ (c(X ,A)).
Associated then to the map m : (c(X ,A), /0,cλ )→ (c(X ,A),X ,cλ ) of pairs with twist, we obtain a
map
m∗ : Kn+1cλ (c(X ,A),X)→ Kn+1cλ (c(X ,A)) = Kn+1λ (X ,A).
Now, the space c(X ,A)−X is simply the product A× (0,1) (which we call the open suspension of
A). Thus if σ is a section of Fn+1cλ over c(X ,A)−X which is equal to the identity outside of some
compact set, we may define a new section σ˜ : A→ Fn+2λ by the formula
σ˜(a)(e2piit) := σ(a, t), a ∈ A, t ∈ S1.
Note that well-definedness of σ˜(a) as a function on the circle follows from the fact that σ is
equal to the identity outside of some compact subset of A× (0,1). The map σ 7→ σ˜ descends to
a well-defined map on homotopy classes, whose composite with the Bott periodicity isomorphism
Kn+2λ (A)
∼= Knλ (A) therefore defines a map
θ : Kn+1cλ (c(X ,A),X)→ Knλ (A).
We thus obtain our connecting homomorphism
(4.1) ∂n := m∗ ◦θ−1 : Knλ (A)→ Kn+1λ (X ,A).
Applying Bott periodicity and using similar arguments to those of Atiyah [2, Proposition 2.4.4],
we therefore have the six-term sequence defined in topological terms.
Theorem 4.3. Let (X ,A,λ ) be a pair with twist. Then associated to the sequence
(A, /0,λ )→ (X , /0,λ )→ (X ,A,λ )
of pairs with twist we have the exact sequence
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K0λ (X ,A) K
0
λ (X) K
0
λ (A)
K1λ (A) K
1
λ (X) K
1
λ (X ,A)
ext∗ rest∗
∂0∂1
rest∗ ext∗
of twisted K-groups. 
We use Theorem 4.3 to give an Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence computing K∗λ (X) as follows.
Denote the p-skeleton of X by X p. Each inclusion X p ↪→ X induces by a homomorphism K∗λ (X)→
K∗λ (X
p) on higher twisted K-theory induced by restricting sections of Fλ to X p. We thus filter the
higher twisted K-theory groups K∗λ (X) of X by the skeleta of X :
F pK∗λ (X) := ker
(
K∗λ (X)→ K∗λ (X p−1)
)
= im
(
K∗λ (X ,X
p−1)→ K∗λ (X)
)
, p > 0,
taking in particularF 0K∗λ (X) = K
∗
λ (X). We have the following analogue of [3, Theorem 2.1].
Theorem 4.4 (Higher twisted Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence). Let X be a finite CW complex,
equipped with a higher twist P. Then there is a spectral sequence {E pr (K)} with
E p2 (K)
∼= H p(X ,Z), E p∞(K) =
⊕
∗∈Z2
F pK p mod 2+∗λ (X)/F
p+1K p mod 2+∗λ (X),
which computes K∗λ (X).
Proof. For each p > 0, we have the sequence
(X p−1, /0,λ )→ (X p, /0,λ )→ (X p,X p−1,λ )
of pairs with twist, and thus by Theorem 4.3 we obtain the long exact sequence
(4.2)
K0λ (X
p,X p−1) K0λ (X
p) K0λ (X
p−1)
K1λ (X
p−1) K1λ (X
p) K1λ (X
p,X p−1)
ext∗ rest∗
∂0∂1
rest∗ ext∗
of higher twisted K-theory groups. We define Ap,∗1 (K) := K
∗
λ (X
p), E p,∗1 (K) := K
∗
λ (X
p,X p−1), and
denote the associated bigraded groups by
A1(K) :=
⊕
p∈Z,∗∈Z2
Ap,∗1 (K), E1(K) :=
⊕
p∈Z,∗∈Z2
E p,∗1 (K).
From the maps in the exact sequence (4.2), we obtain:
(1) α1(K) : A1(K)→ A1(K) of bi-degree (−1,0) induced by rest∗,
(2) β1(K) : A1(K)→ E1(K) of bi-degree (0,0) induced by ext∗, and
(3) γ1(K) : E1(K)→ A1(K) of bi-degree (1,1) induced by ∂∗,
and exactness of (4.2) therefore guarantees that
(4.3)
A1(K) A1(K)
E1(K)
α1(K)
β1(K)γ1(K)
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is an exact couple. The Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence {E p,∗r (K)} is now obtained from
the derived couples of the exact couple (4.3), with differentials dr : E
p,∗
r (K)→ E p+r,∗+1r (K) of bi-
degree (r,1). Due to the fact that X p = X for p sufficiently large, this spectral sequence stabilises
with E∞(K) term
E p,∗∞ (K) =F
pK p mod 2+∗λ (X)/F
p+1K p mod 2+∗λ (X),
hence converges to K∗λ (X) as claimed.
Finally let us show that the E2(K) term is as claimed. We have that
E p,∗1 (K) = K
∗
λ (X
p,X p−1)
is the homotopy classes of sections of the Ω∗FredO∞⊗K -bundle F
∗
λ over X
p−X p−1 which are
the identity outside some compact set. Now X p−X p−1 consists precisely of the interiors of the
p-cells of X , and since the interior of any p-cell is contractible F∗λ |X p−X p−1 is trivialisable. There-
fore K∗λ (X
p,X p−1) coincides with the ordinary K-theory K∗(X p,X p−1) of the pair (X p,X p−1),
and the ordinary relative Chern character restricts thereon to an isomorphism K0(X p,X p−1) ∼=
Heven(X p,X p−1;Z) with relative singular cohomology with coefficients in Z. Naturality of the
Chern character as a transformation of (generalised) cohomology functors then says that d1(K) is
the cellular coboundary, giving the result. 
4.2. Singular de Rham theory. To show that the Chern character for higher twisted K-theory is
a real isomorphism, we must consider twisted cohomology for CW complexes. Since the Chern
character form we constructed earlier on the FredO∞⊗K -bundle Y2k+1 over S
2k+1 is a differential
form, in constructing the Chern character for a CW complex with twist (X ,λ ), we must use a
cohomology theory which is simultaneously compatible with CW complexes and with differential
forms. As pointed out by Atiyah-Segal [4], singular de Rham theory is perfect for this role. We
review this theory for the reader’s convenience here in the convenient category of diffeological
spaces, whose definition we now recall following [34, Definition 1.5].
Definition 4.5. Let X be a set. A parametrisation is a function ϕ : U → X, where U is some open
subset in some finite-dimensional Euclidean space. A diffeology on X is a set D of parametrisations
for which the following hold.
(1) Every constant parametrisation is contained in D.
(2) If ϕ : U → X is a parametrisation such that every u ∈U admits an open neighbourhood
V ⊂U for which ϕ|V : V → X is an element of D, then ϕ is an element of D.
(3) If ϕ : U→ X is an element of D, V is any open subset in some finite-dimensional Euclidean
space and f : V →U is a smooth function, then ϕ ◦ f : V → X is contained in D.
A set with a diffeology is called a diffeological space, and the elements of the diffeology are called
plots. A function f : X→Y of diffeological spaces is said to be smooth if, for every plot ϕ : U→ X
of X, the composite f ◦ϕ : U → Y is a plot of Y . Any subset S of a diffeological space X can be
equipped with the subspace diffeology, for which a parametrisation ϕ : U→ S is a plot if and only
if its composition with the inclusion S ↪→ X is a plot of X.
Diffeological spaces were originally introduced by Soriau [52], who was motivated by problems in
quantisation. They are vast generalisations of manifolds, and are used to apply tools of differential
geometry to spaces that are not well-behaved by traditional standards, for instance orbifolds [31]
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and, increasingly, leaf spaces of foliations [27, 28, 39, 40]. Here we choose to work in the diffeo-
logical category out of convenience - it allows us to use a single language to speak of the singular
de Rham theory of both topological spaces and manifolds as we will now describe.
Any topological space can be equipped with a diffeology, called its continuous diffeology [20,
Section 3], whose plots are all those parametrisations which are continuous. Smooth maps between
topological spaces X and Y with the continuous diffeology are precisely the continuous maps X →
Y . Moreover, any manifold has a standard diffeology whose plots are all those parametrisations
which are smooth in the manifold sense, and a diffeologically smooth map of manifolds is the
same thing as a smooth map in the usual sense. In particular, every geometric simplex
∆n := {(x1, . . . ,xn) ∈ Rn : 0≤ x1 ≤ ·· · ≤ xn ≤ 1}
is a diffeological subspace of Euclidean space. The singular de Rham complex of a diffeological
space is defined as follows.
Definition 4.6. Let X be a diffeological space, and let k≥ 0. A singular simplex is a diffeologically
smooth map σ :∆l→X. A singular k-formω on X is a map which assigns to each singular simplex
σ : ∆l → X a differential k-form ω(σ) ∈ Ωk(∆l), subject to the constraint that the restriction of
ω(σ) to the ith face of the geometric simplex ∆l is equal to ω(εi(σ)), where εi is the ith face map.
The set Ωksing(X) of all singular k-forms is a real vector space under componentwise operations:
(αω+βκ)(σ) := αω(σ)+βκ(σ), α,β ∈ R, ω,κ ∈Ωksing(X).
The direct sum Ω∗sing(X) :=
⊕
k≥0Ωksing(X) is a differential graded algebra under pointwise oper-
ations:
(dω)(σ) := dω(σ), (ω ∧κ)(σ) := ω(σ)∧κ(σ), ω,κ ∈Ω∗(X).
The differential graded algebra Ω∗sing(X) is called the singular de Rham complex of X, and its
cohomology denoted H∗sing−dR(X).
For manifolds, singular de Rham cohomology is related to ordinary de Rham cohomology by a
pullback map [35, Theorem 2.4].
Theorem 4.7. Let X be a manifold. Then the map α : Ω∗(X)→Ω∗sing(X) defined by
α(ω)(σ) := σ∗ω
is a quasi-isomorphism. 
If a topological space X is equipped with its continuous diffeology, then a diffeological singular
simplex is the same as a continuous singular simplex. In particular, the diffeological de Rham
theorem [35, Corollary 2.5] applies to give the following.
Theorem 4.8. Let X be a diffeological space, and denote by C∗(X) the complex of smooth singular
cochains of X. Then the integration map
∫
: Ω∗sing(X)→C∗(X) defined by(∫
ω
)
(σ : ∆l → X) :=
∫
∆l
ω(σ), ω ∈Ω∗sing(X),
is a cochain map, and is moreover a quasi-isomorphism, inducing an isomorphism H∗sing−dR(X)∼=
H∗(X ;R) on cohomology. 
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In particular, the singular de Rham cohomology of a topological space is isomorphic to the ordinary
singular cohomology with real coefficients. The singular de Rham complexes of diffeological
spaces are functorial under smooth maps.
Proposition 4.9. Let f : X → Y be a smooth map of diffeological spaces. Then the formula
( f ∗ω)(σ) := ω( f ◦σ), ω ∈Ω∗sing(Y )
defines a map f ∗ : Ω∗sing(Y ) → Ω∗sing(X) of cochain complexes. In particular, if X and Y are
manifolds, then the diagram
Ω∗(Y ) Ω∗sing(Y )
Ω∗(X) Ω∗sing(X)
α
g∗ g∗
α
commutes.
Proof. The first part is clear. For the second, simply fix ω ∈Ω∗(Y ) and observe that
g∗(α(ω))(σ) = α(ω)(g◦σ) = (g◦σ)∗ω = σ∗(g∗ω) = α(g∗ω)(σ)
for any smooth singular simplex σ of X . 
We have the following crucial lemma, which relies on the extendability property [26, Lemma 9.4]
of the differential forms on geometric simplices.
Lemma 4.10. Let f : X → Y be an injective smooth map of diffeological spaces. Then f ∗ :
Ω∗sing(Y )→Ω∗sing(X) is surjective.
Proof. Fix ω ∈Ω∗sing(X). We must construct a singular form ω˜ ∈Ω∗sing(Y ) such that f ∗ω˜ =ω . Let
σ˜ : ∆n→ Y be a smooth singular simplex. If σ˜ = f ◦σ for some singular simplex σ of X , then by
injectivity of f , σ is uniquely characterised by this property and we simply define
ω˜(σ˜) := ω( f ◦σ).
In general, while σ˜ may not itself be of the form f ◦σ , it may have faces which are of this form.
To take care of this subtlety we must in general construct ω˜ inductively.
Let v0, . . . ,vn be the vertices of ∆n. We define
ω˜([vi]) :=
{
ω(σi) if σ˜ |vi = f ◦σi for some 0-simplex σi in X
0 otherwise.
Given a multi-index Ik := (i1, . . . , ik), denote by [vIk ] the corresponding (k−1)-face
[vIk ] := [vi1, . . .vik ],
and for 1 ≤ j ≤ k denote by [ε jvIk ] the jth face of [vIk ]. Suppose inductively that we have forms
ω˜([vIk ]) defined on all the (k− 1)-faces of σ˜ which agree on intersections, and given any k-face
[vIk+1 ] of σ˜ denote by
ext
(
ω˜([ε1vIk+1 ]), . . . , ω˜([εk+1vIk+1 ])
)
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the form on vIk+1 extending the ω˜εivIk+1 obtained via [26, Lemma 9.4]. Then we define
ω˜([vIk+1 ]) :=
{
ω(σIk+1) if σ˜ |[vIk+1 ] = f ◦σIk+1 , for σIk+1 : ∆
k→ X
ext(ω˜([ε1vIk+1 ]), . . . , ω˜([εk+1vIk+1 ]) otherwise
to obtain a family of forms ω˜([vIk+1 ]) associated to the k-faces of σ˜ . After n steps, we obtain the
desired form ω˜(σ˜) ∈ Ω∗(∆n), and if in particular σ˜ = f ◦σ for some simplex σ : ∆n→ X , then
ω˜(σ˜) = ω(σ) by construction.
Doing this construction for each singular simplex σ˜ of Y , we obtain a singular form ω˜ ∈Ω∗sing(Y ),
and if σ : ∆n→ X is any singular simplex then
( f ∗ω˜)(σ) = ω˜( f ◦σ) = ω(σ).
Thus f ∗ is surjective as claimed. 
Theorem 4.8 implies a similar isomorphism for relative cohomology groups, which we now define.
Definition 4.11. Let X be a diffeological space, and let A ⊂ X be a diffeological subspace. We
denote byΩ∗sing(X ,A) the differential graded subalgebra ofΩ∗sing(X) consisting of singular formsω
such that ω(σ) = 0 whenever σ :∆l→A is a singular simplex of A. The cohomology ofΩ∗sing(X ,A)
is denoted H∗sing−dR(X ,A).
If X is any diffeological space and A any diffeological subspace, then the restriction map from
Ω∗sing(X) to Ω∗sing(A) is surjective by Lemma 4.10, and lifts of singular forms in A to singular
forms in X are unique up to elements of Ω∗sing(X ,A). Thus Ω∗sing(A) is isomorphic to the quotient
Ω∗sing(X)/Ω∗sing(X ,A). Therefore we have an exact sequence
0→Ω∗sing(X ,A) ι−→Ω∗sing(X) pi−→Ω∗sing(A)→ 0
of cochain complexes, where ι is the inclusion and where pi is restriction.
Now the integration map described in Theorem 4.8 sends Ω∗sing(X ,A) into the relative singular
cochains C∗(X ,A;R) - that is, cochains which vanish on singular simplices which map into A. We
then have the commuting diagram
0 Ω∗sing(X ,A) Ω∗sing(X) Ω∗sing(A) 0
0 C∗(X ,A;R) C∗(X ;R) C∗(A;R) 0
∫
ι
∫
pi
∫
ι pi
of cochain complexes. Passing to the long exact sequences guaranteed by the zig zag lemma, we
obtain commuting diagrams
Hnsing−dR(X) H
n
sing−dR(A) H
n+1
sing−dR(X ,A) H
n+1
sing−dR(X) H
n+1
sing−dR(A)
Hn(X ;R) Hn(A;R) Hn+1(X ,A;R) Hn+1(X ;R) Hn+1(A;R)
pi∗
∫
∗
∂∗
∫
∗
ι∗
∫
∗
pi∗
∫
∗
∫
∗
pi∗ ∂∗ ι∗ pi∗
for each n, with exact rows. The five lemma together with Theorem 4.8 therefore proves the
following.
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Proposition 4.12. For a diffeological space X and any subspace A of X, the integration map
from singular de Rham forms to singular cochains induces an isomorphism H∗sing−dR(X ,A) ∼=
H∗(X ,A;R). 
We conclude this subsection by considering the relationship between the singular de Rham theories
of a manifold when equipped with its standard manifold diffeology versus when it is equipped with
its continuous diffeology.
Proposition 4.13. Let X be a manifold, and denote by X t and Xm the set X regarded with its con-
tinuous diffeology and with its manifold diffeology respectively. The identity map id : Xm→ X t is
smooth, and the induced map id∗ : Ω∗sing(X t)→Ω∗sing(Xm) is a quasi-isomorphism. Consequently,
every closed element of Ω∗(Xm) has a lift to a closed element of Ω∗sing(X t).
Proof. The first claim follows from commutativity of the diagram
Ω∗sing(X t) Ω∗sing(Xm)
C∗(X ;R) C∗sm(X ;R),
id∗
∫ ∫
id∗
where C∗sm(X ;R) denotes the cochain complex of singular cochains on smooth singular simplices,
and where the bottom id∗ denotes restriction of cochains from continuous to smooth. Since
the bottom id∗ is a quasi-isomorphism [55, p. 205] and since both integration maps are quasi-
isomorphisms by Theorem 4.8, the top id∗ is also a quasi-isomorphism. The second claim then
follows from injectivity of id together with Lemma 4.10. Indeed, if ω ∈Ωnsing(Xm) is closed, then
since id∗ is a surjective quasi-isomorphism we can find closed κ1 ∈ Ωnsing(X t) and κ2 ∈ Ωn−1sing (X t)
such that
id∗(κ1) = ω+d(id∗κ2).
Then ω˜ := κ1−dκ2 is a closed lift of ω . 
4.3. The higher twisted cohomology spectral sequence. In contrast to the twisted cohomology
spectral sequences considered in [4] and [37], our twisted cohomology spectral sequence will
be constructed in a very similar fashion to the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence, in terms of
filtrations by skeleta. Let us fix for the entirety of this subsection a finite CW complex X , with
a cohomological twist [H] ∈ H2k+1(X ;Z) that will be represented by a singular (2k+ 1)-form
H ∈Ω2k+1sing (X).
As pointed out by Atiyah and Segal, since H is an odd-degree singular form, the twisted differential
D := d−H∧
squares to zero on the singular de Rham complex Ω∗sing(X) of X , and preserves the Z2-grading
thereon. We can therefore consider the Z2-graded twisted singular de Rham cohomology H∗H(X)
of the complex (Ω∗sing(X),D). Similar remarks hold for the relative groups (X ,A) for any CW
subcomplex A of X , and we may consider the twisted relative groups H∗H(X ,A). The following
theorem now follows from the zig zag lemma.
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Theorem 4.14. Let (X ,A,H) be a CW pair with cohomological twist represented by a singular
(2k+1)-form H. Associated to the sequence (A, /0,H)→ (X , /0,H)→ (X ,A,H) of pairs with twist,
we have the short exact sequnece
0→Ω∗sing(X ,A) ι−→Ω∗sing(X) pi−→Ω∗sing(A)→ 0
of (twisted) differential graded algebras, giving rise to a six term exact sequence
H0H(X ,A) H
0
H(X) H
0
H(X ,A)
H1H(X ,A) H
1
H(X) H
1
H(X ,A)
ι∗ pi∗
D0D1
pi∗ ι∗
of twisted cohomology groups. 
Note that the connecting homomorphism in the six term sequence of Theorem 4.14 is induced by
the twisted differential D after identifying Ω∗sing(A) with Ω∗sing(X)/Ω∗sing(X ,A) as in the previous
subsection.
Consider now the filtration of X by its skeleta X p. Exactly as for twisted K-theory, we can consider
the corresponding filtration
F pH∗H(X) := ker
(
H∗H(X)→ H∗H(X p−1)
)
= im
(
H∗H(X ,X
p−1)→ H∗H(X)
)
of twisted cohomology by the skeleta of X . Now substituting K∗ for H∗, and ext∗, rest∗ and ∂∗ for
ι∗, pi∗ and D∗ in Theorem 4.4, we have the following theorem giving a spectral sequence which
computes H∗H(X).
Theorem 4.15. Let (X ,H) be a finite CW complex with twist represented by H ∈Ω2k+1sing (X). Then
there is a spectral sequence {E pr (H)} with
E p2 (H)
∼= H p(X ,Z), E p∞(H) =
⊕
∗∈Z2
F pH p mod 2+∗H (X)/F
p+1H p mod 2+∗H (X),
which computes H∗H(X).
Proof. As mentioned, the proof of Theorem 4.4 applies almost without change. Let us just be
careful about specifying the E1 page. The E1 page of this spectral sequence comes to us from an
exact couple built out of the six term sequence of Theorem 4.14 with X replaced by X p and A
replaced by X p−1. Thus
E p,∗1 (H) = H
∗
H(X
p,X p−1).
Now the action of the twisted differential on Ω∗(X p,X p−1) is determined by the restriction of H to
X p−X p−1, which is a disjoint union of contractible open p-balls. Therefore H is exact on X p−
X p−1, and we may choose a transgression of H so as to obtain an identification of H∗H(X p,X p−1)
with the relative singular de Rham cohomology H∗sing−dR(X
p,X p−1) (see [4, Section 6, Remark
(ii)]), and hence with the ordinary singular cohomology H∗(X p,X p−1;R) by the integration map
of Theorem 4.8. That the E2 page is as claimed will follow from our comparison of the spectral
sequences Er(K) and Er(H) via the Chern character in the next subsection (see Theorem 4.19), so
we do not carry out the computation here. 
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4.4. Comparison of the spectral sequences. Recall from Section 2 that even and odd twisted
Chern character forms Ch02k+1 and Ch
1
2k+1 have been constructed on the bundles Y2k+1 and L2k+1
over S2k+1, with fibres FredO∞⊗K and ΩFredO∞⊗K respectively. We require the following.
Lemma 4.16. The pullback id∗Y2k+1(Ch
0
2k+1) of Ch
0
2k+1 ∈Ω∗(Y2k+1) by the identity section idY2k+1 :
S2k+1→ Y2k+1 is equal to zero. Similarly, the pullback id∗L2k+1(Ch12k+1) of Ch12k+1 ∈Ω∗(L2k+1) by
the identity section idL2k+1 : S
2k+1→ L2k+1 is zero.
Proof. We prove the result only for Ch02k+1, as the odd case is similar. About any point in S
2k+1,
we can find an open neighbourhood U and a trivialisation Y2k+1|U ∼=U ×FredO∞⊗K with respect
to which Ch02k+1 is just the pullback of a Chern character form on FredO∞⊗K by the projection
pi2 : U ×FredO∞⊗K → FredO∞⊗K onto the second factor. We then have that pi2 ◦ idY2k+1 |U is the
constant map U →{idFredO∞⊗K }, giving the result. 
By a finite CW pair with cohomotopy twist we mean a triple (X ,A,H), where X is a finite CW
complex, A a CW subcomplex, and H = H˜∗(α(η)) ∈ Ω2k+1sing (X) a singular de Rham form asso-
ciated to a cohomotopy representative H˜ : X → S2k+1. Here η ∈ Ω2k+1(S2k+1) is the form used
to construct Ch02k+1 and Ch
1
2k+1 as in Section 2, and α(η) is an extension of η to a continuous
singular de Rham form as in Theorem 4.7 and Proposition 4.13.
As in Section 2, we think of K0λ (X) as homotopy classes of lifts of the classifying map λ : X →
S2k+1 to a map F : X → Y2k+1. Similarly, K1λ (X) can be described as homotopy classes G : X →
L2k+1 of λ . The relative twisted Chern character for CW pairs with cohomotopy twist may now be
defined as follows.
Definition 4.17. Let (X ,A,H) be a finite CW pair with cohomotopy twist. Let α denote the map
from Theorem 4.7 sending manifold de Rham forms to singular de Rham forms. The even twisted
Chern character is the map Ch0H : K
0
[H](X ,A)→ H0H(X ,A) defined by
Ch0H([F ]) := [F
∗α(Ch02k+1)],
where F : X → Y2k+1 is a lift of H˜ : X → S2k+1 which coincides with the identity section outside
of some compact set in X −A, and where α(Ch02k+1) is any extension of α(Ch02k+1) to a closed
singular form for Y2k+1 with its continuous diffeology as in Proposition 4.13. Similarly, the odd
twisted Chern character is the map Ch1H : K
1
[H](X ,A)→ H1H(X ,A) defined by
Ch1H([G]) := [G
∗α(Ch12k+1)],
where G : X → L2k+1 is a lift of H˜ : X → S2k+1 which coincides with the identity section outside
of some compact set in X −A, and where α(Ch12k+1) is any extension of α(Ch12k+1) to a closed
singular form for L2k+1 with its continuous diffeology as in Proposition 4.13.
Let us remark that the odd and even twisted Chern characters do indeed take values in the claimed
relative cohomology groups. Indeed, if σ : ∆l → A is any singular simplex and F : X → Y2k+1
is any lift of H˜ which coincides with the identity outside of some compact set in X − A, then
F ◦σ = idY2k+1 ◦H˜ ◦σ . Since id∗Y2k+1 Ch02k+1 is the zero form by Lemma 4.16, for any singular
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simplex σ in A we apply Proposition 4.9 to see that(
F∗α(Ch02k+1)
)
(σ) =α(Ch02k+1)(idY2k+1 ◦H˜ ◦σ) =
(
id∗Y2k+1 α(Ch
0
2k+1)
)
(H˜ ◦σ)
=(id∗Y2k+1 α(Ch
0
2k+1))(H˜ ◦σ) = α(id∗Y2k+1 Ch02k+1)(H˜ ◦σ) = 0,
so that F∗Ch02k+1 ∈Ω∗sing(X ,A). Here the third equality follows from the fact that id∗Y2k+1 α(Ch02k+1)
is an extension of id∗Y2k+1 α(Ch
0
2k+1). Similar arguments apply for Ch
1
H . The Chern character can
now be seen to be a natural transformation of generalised cohomology theories.
Theorem 4.18. The twisted Chern character is a natural transformation of generalised cohomol-
ogy theories from the category of finite CW pairs with cohomotopy twist to the category of abelian
groups. That is, given a finite CW pair with cohomotopy twist (X ,A,H), for each ∗ = 0,1 the
diagram
K∗[H](X ,A) K
∗
[H](X) K
∗
[H](A) K
∗+1
[H] (X ,A)
H∗H(X ,A) H∗H(X) H∗H(X ,A) H
∗+1
H (X ,A)
Ch∗H
ext∗
Ch∗H
rest∗
Ch∗H
∂∗
Ch∗+1H
ι∗ pi∗ D∗
commutes.
Proof. To show commutativity of the first two squares, it suffices to show that if f : (X ,A,HX)→
(Y,B,HY ) is a morphism of finite CW pairs with cohomotopy twist, so that H˜Y ◦ f = H˜X , then the
square
K∗[HY ](Y,B) K
∗
[HX ]
(X ,A)
H∗HY (Y,B) H
∗
HX (X ,A)
f ∗
Ch∗HY Ch
∗
HX
f ∗
commutes. Suppose that ∗ = 0. The ∗ = 1 case follows by essentially the same argument. Then
given a lift F : Y →Y2k+1 of H˜Y which coincides with the identity section outside of some compact
subset of Y −B, we compute
Ch0( f ∗[F ]) =Ch0([F ◦ f ]) = [(F ◦ f )∗α(Ch02k+1)] = [ f ∗(F∗α(Ch02k+1))]
= f ∗[F∗α(Ch02k+1)] = f
∗Ch0([F ])
giving the claimed commutativity. Commutativity of the final square follows from a retraction
of the open suspension c(X ,A)−X of A onto A (see our topological definition of the connecting
homomorphism ∂ given in Equation (4.1)), together with the fact that the odd Chern form on
the identity-based loop space of the Fredholm operators transgresses the even Chern form on the
Fredholm operators. 
Taking a finite CW complex with cohomotopy twist (X ,H) now, and replacing X and A in the
statement of Theorem 4.18 with skeleta X p and X p−1 respectively, we have that the Chern character
induces a morphism of spectral sequences from the {Er(K)} of Theorem 4.4 to the {Er(H)} of
Theorem 4.15. In particular, on the first page, a choice of trivialisation of the twist over X p−X p−1
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(a disjoint union of contractible spaces) identifies the twisted Chern character with the ordinary
Chern character, so that the square
K∗[H](X
p,X p−1) H∗H(X p,X p−1)
K∗(X p,X p−1) H∗(X p,X p−1;R)
Ch∗H
∼= ∼=
Ch∗
commutes. The expected theorem then follows.
Theorem 4.19. Given any finite CW complex with cohomotopy twist (X ,H), the twisted Chern
character induces an isomorphism of the real-ised Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence {Er(K)⊗
R} onto the spectral sequence {Er(H)} of Theorem 4.15 computing the higher twisted cohomology.
Consequently the Chern character defines a real isomorphism Ch∗H : K∗[H](X)⊗R→ H∗H(X). 
Remark 4.20. Note that the spectral sequence we have used in Theorem 4.15 to compute higher
twisted cohomology distinct from that used by Atiyah and Segal in [4]. Specifically, while our
spectral sequence has been constructed from the filtration of the underlying space by its skeleta,
that of Atiyah and Segal used a filtration by degree of differential form (we refer the reader to [37]
for a detailed construction of the spectral sequence filtered by form degree in the higher twisted
case). Our reason for choosing a different spectral sequence is that it is unclear even in the case of
the 3-twist considered by Atiyah and Segal why the twisted Chern character induces the claimed
morphism of spectral sequences when one filters the twisted de Rham complex by degree instead
of by skeleta. Atiyah and Segal claim that this follows “Because the twisted Chern character is
functorial” [4, p. 24] - however, as is clear from our presentation, naturality of the Chern character
is with respect to CW pairs and not, a-priori, with respect to degree of differential forms.
In particular, we have not been able to prove that the higher differentials of the real-ised Atiyah-
Hirzebruch spectral sequence are Massey products with the twisting form. This computation ap-
pears to require the filtration by degree of differential forms (see [37, Theorem 1.2] for a detailed
exposition). Thus to obtain the higher differentials, one must find a way of relating the filtration of
higher twisted cohomology by skeleta with the filtration by degree of differential forms. We leave
this as an open problem.
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